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Unique wooden case collection of
the greatest wines from

the legendary 2000 vintage

Collection comprises:
4 bottles of Château Petrus 2000
4 bottles of Château Latour 2000

4 bottles of Château Margaux 2000
4 bottles of Château Haut Brion 2000

Corndale Consultants (since 1993)



“For the first time we can
taste wine as Napoleon did, 

from autochthonous 
varieties on ungraft vines.”

“I’m doing what needs
to be done to protect our 

heritage.”

Loïc Pasquet
• Owner-Winemaker •

EUR 1.3-Million

World’s Most Expensive 
Bordeaux

A Lustrous Mark of Authenticity
for Bordeaux Wines

Ultra-Rare 27-Litre 
approx. 10% of vintage production

2019 Vintage is the 8th Vintage
since founded in 2006 by Loïc Pasquet

Amphora-Aged since 2018 Vintage
because Loïc fiercely believes in producing 

Bordeaux wines of the purest taste.

Use of Native, Ungrafted Vines
original Bordeaux varieties that were 

commonly used until they became “outlaws” 
post 1855 classification.

2019
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100 limited-edition, beautifully crafted collectors’ cases 
conceived to honour and celebrate Château Mouton 

Rothschild and the Palace of Versailles’ rich artistic and 
cultural history; as well as to support the restoration of 

the Palace of Versailles

Each case, designed to reflect features from both great 
institutions, presents five Château Mouton Rothschild 

vintages with labels by outstanding contemporary 
artists who have also exhibited at the Palace of 

Versailles.

Vintages: 2005, 2007, 2009, 2010 & 2013

SGD 72,000.00
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VERSAILLES CELEBRATION CASE
BY CHÂTEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

• VINTAGES, ARTISTS & LABELS •

Vintage 2005 - Giuseppe Penone - Palace of Versailles, 2013
The Italian sculptor comes from a family of farmers and is particularly
attracted to the materials and colours of the vegetal world. In the vine
grower’s ‘green fingers’, recalling a vine leaf, the artist reveals the connection
between humans and nature, like an essential and universal handprint.

Vintage 2007 - Bernar Venet - Palace of Versailles, 2011
The French sculptor and graphic artist Bernar Venet uses his monumental,
random, steel lines to occupy space. His work evokes chalices that are both
rooted in the earth and open, like vinestocks, to the precious gifts that come
from above.

Vintage 2009 - Anish Kapoor - Palace of Versailles, 2015
The British sculptor, painter and visual artist of Indian origin Anish Kapoor
gives viewers access to a poetic existence by eliciting in them a new way of
seeing things, whether in the world around them or deep within themselves.
The flamboyant gouache he created expresses the fertile thrust of plant life,
the result of an intense encounter between matter and light.

Vintage 2010 - Jeff Koons - Palace of Versailles, 2008-9
The American visual artist and painter Jeff Koons felicitously combines the
Pop Art tradition with the kitsch aesthetic. He is also quite capable of
revisiting Antiquity, producing here a new take on a famous fresco from
Pompeii and endowing the Birth of Venus with a vessel which, without a
doubt, conveys the most exquisite of nectars.

Vintage 2013 - Lee Ufan - Palace of Versailles, 2014
The painter, visual artist and philosopher of Korean origin Lee Ufan works
with natural materials and simple forms that allow the intensity of the essential
to shine through. In the work he has created for Mouton 2013, the initially
indecisive purple of the drawing gradually attains its full richness, just as a
great wine is patiently brought to fulfilment in the secret of the vat house.
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The show-stopping 2015 vintage marks the 650th

anniversary of Château Smith Haut Lafitte as well as the 
25th vintage for owners

Florence and Daniel Cathiard.

Three collections were created to celebrate this milestone. 
Each collection showcases one of each bottle formats, 

from the 75cl Bottle to the 27-litre Primat. Labels for the 
all-black bottles are engraved in gold finish.

2015 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE
GOLD COLLECTION

One each of  2015 Château Smith Haut Lafitte Rouge:
in Bottle (0.75L)

in Magnum (1.5L)
in Double Magnum (3L)

in Imperial (6L)
in Salmanazar (9L)
in Balthazar (12L)

in Nabuchodonosor (15L)
in Melchior (18L)
in Primat (27L)

One 2015 Château Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc:
in Bottle (0.75L)

S$ 78,000
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Released by the Bouygues family to 
celebrate the bicentenary of Château 
Montrose since its creation in 1815.
This commemorative case includes 
the 2014, 2015 and 2016 vintages –

all numbered and bottled in a unique 
200cl format.

Owner of this prestigious case will 
receive an invitation to a special 

evening at Château Montrose with 
three guests.

S$21,280 per case
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Like a “cabinet of curiosities”, this charming case 
houses surprises that would offer many opportunities 
for sharing and conviviality around tastings, reading 

and games.
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2005 in Nebuchadnezzar (15L)

S$ 31,000

The largest bottles of Yquem before the
2005 vintage were the 6-litre imperials. To
celebrate the exceptional 2005, Château
d’Yquem decided to bottle its wine in
nebuchadnezzar, or the 15-litre format. It
was the first vintage to be bottled in such an
impressive size. 120 nebuchadnezzars were
produced, of which 100 were released and
20 are kept for the château collection.

This rare beauty will take your breath away.

97 points • Wine Spectator
“… a deliciously pure feel…
lengthy finish. Best from 2015
through 2045.”

96 points • Wine Advocate
“… palate is extremely well
balanced… a very serious
Yquem in the making.”

95 points • James Suckling
“This is so beautiful, hard not
to drink now but will greatly
improve with more time.
(5/2012)”
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1981 Château Mouton Rothschild
A rare magnum bearing autograph and drawings on glass by 

Arman, artist of the 1981 vintage label

Château Mouton Rothschild is not only known for its great wines 
but also its legendary artist labels. This first growth estate has 

created a legacy of art collection showcased through each of its 
vintage labels. Practically every significant artist of the last 70 

years have contributed, including Henry Moore, Chagall, Picasso, 
Warhol, Jeff Koons and even Prince Charles.

This rare magnum of 1981 Mouton Rothschild is adorned with a 
personal touch by the label’s artist himself.

About the artist:
Born in Nice, the painter and sculptor Arman Fernandez, known as Arman 

(1928-2005), was the founder with Yves Klein and the art critic Pierre 
Restany the Nouveaux Réalistes. Their intention was to challenge the dogma 

of abstraction and to restore the importance of everyday objects which 
Arman transfigured by massing them, by "freezing" them in transparent 

plastic cubes or by destroying them, creating work of great originality and 
power. His famous Colères literally explode the objects he uses: musical 
instruments with their component parts scattered across the canvas or in 
space. His coloured composition for the 981 label returns to a favourite 

theme, the exploded violin.

S$ 38,000
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An elegant collection of Bordeaux’s liquid gold.
Wines direct from château’s cellars.

Only 150 cases produced.

Each gorgeous case is handmade. Bound in genuine leather, 
the interior is luxuriously lined with each of the twelve bottles 

individually set.
Consists of 1 bottle each of the following vintages:

1984 • 1985 • 1987 • 1988
1991 • 1994 • 1995 • 1996
1997 • 1998 • 1999 • 2000

S$ 10,000 per case
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“The vintages chosen to compose this case
illustrate the work and wisdom of the men and
women of Lafite for generations. Together,
they work to perfect the different raw material
given by nature each year.

The roundness of 2015, the balance of 2010,
the depth of 2009, the opulence of 2003, the
energy of 2000, and the structure of 1995 are
the best testimony to the greatness and
resilience of our terroir which never goes as far
as the extreme.

I wish you to make these wines your own: they
leave our cellars to continue their story in your
hands, your glasses, before being engraved in
your memories.”

~ Saskia de Rothschild ~
Chairwoman, Domaines Barons de Rothschlid

THE LAFITE LIMITED 
EDITION

A Piece of Lafite History
1995 -2015

An outstanding vertical collection
of Château Lafite Rothschild that
features six curated vintages from
this first growth estate.

Only 300 limited editions were
made in an exclusive partnership
through which we are pleased to
receive a special allocation of a few
cases. A pristine piece to own!

S$ 9,490 per case
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A Pure Perfection Case of
Twelve 100-point Bordeaux Grand Crus

This truly unique and limited case consists one bottle 
each of the following wines:

2009 Château Beauséjour Duffau Lagarrose
2009 Château Clinet
2009 Clos Fourtet

2009 Château Cos d’Estournel
2009 Château Ducru Beaucaillou

2009 Château L’Evangile
2009 Château Léoville Poyferré

2009 Château Montrose
2009 Château Pavie

2009 Château Pontet Canet
2009 Château Smith Haut Lafitte

2009 Château Pape Clément Blanc

S$ 7,200 per case
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KRUG COLLECTION & CHÂTEAU D’YQUEM

1988 • 1989 • 1990
T  R  I  L  O  G  I  E  S

A LIMITED EDITION BY LVMH VINS D’EXCEPTION

S$ 7,030 per case

The first release of the LVMH Vins
d'Exception limited editions celebrates
the "double trilogy" of Maison Krug and
Chateau d'Yquem.

The 80 numbered cases feature the
fabulous consecutive vintages 1988,
1989 and 1990 from both houses.

Limited Editions by LVMH Vins
d'Exception is a series of carefully
conceptualized hand-crafted wooden
cases to express bespoke associations
between LVMH's wine estates.



ELEMENTS II • S$ 9,500
Contains two double magnums, one each of 

the 2018 and 2019 vintages.  250 made.

ELEMENTS III • S$ 7,290

“Elements had been four years in the making, from conception to production, with the intention of capturing and sharing the DNA 
and philosophy of the estate and to transmit the essence of attention to detail in which Carmes wines are made of.”

Guillaume Pouthier, General Manager

ELEMENTS VI • S$ 6,340

Contains three magnums, one each of the 
2017, 2018 and 2019 vintages. 150 made.

Contains six bottles, one each of the 2013 to 
2018 vintages. 600 made.

The ELEMENTS box is shaped after the iconic cellar building designed by Philippe Starck and Luc Arsène-
Henry, which resembles a boat that is floating in a body of water. The design was inspired by how Bordeaux 
wines were first exported over the water. It also brings together in its shell various bottle sizes and different 
vintages released from the Château’s library collection. The chosen vintages are very special and capture a 
work of over ten years at Château Les Carmes Haut-Brion, with a vinification in whole bunches since 2012, 

and by infusion since the 2016 vintage.
Each bottle is repackaged by Château – with gold wax capsule; the label covered with a tracing paper case 
with “œnothèque” seal guaranteeing provenance. The bottles sit within a plexiglass support with wooden 

columns replicating those of the cellar itself.
The case is made from a selection of unrolled, veneered, moulded, cut, grooved oak leaves, aasembled on 

solid pieces of oak, cut or turned.

Corndale Consultants (since 1993)
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100 superb commemorative oak cases released as a celebration of Michel Reybier's
20 years at the helm of this famed Saint Estephe estate. Michel Reybier, a French
entrepreneur, is a simple and discreet man with extraordinary passion for history and
the art of luxury living. For him, it was "Cos and only Cos" when he contemplated
acquiring a wine estate.

The case contains six legendary vintages selected by Michel Reybier himself. There
are 12 bottles in each case (2 bottles of each vintage). The vintages are 2003, 2005, 2009,
2010, 2014 and 2016.

For a complete immersion in the Cos d'Estournel experience, each purchase of this
limited-edition case will include a private tour of the estate and lunch for four people
with the Cos teams.

S$6,600 per case

Cos d’Estournel 2003
98/100 James Suckling

96/100 Vinous.com

Cos d’Estournel 2005
99/100 James Suckling
98/100 Wine Advocate

Cos d’Estournel 2009
100/100 James Suckling
100/100 Wine Advocate

Cos d’Estournel 2010
99/100 Wine Advocate
98/100 James Suckling

Cos d’Estournel 2014
98/100 James Suckling

96/100 Vinous.com

Cos d’Estournel 2016
100/100 James Suckling
100/100 Wine Advocate

100/100 Vinous.com
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CHÂTEAU PAVIE
1ER GRAND CRU CLASSÉ A

Limited Eidtion Unique & Exclusive Case

400 Numbered Cases produced.

Each a Unique & Exclusive work of art in wood.

Inside the exquisite case lay four 100-point Chateau Pavie from the legendary 
2000, 2005, 2009 and 2010 vintages.

S$ 5,310 per case

Made in France with high-quality wood
from sustainable management forests

(PEFC certification)
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THE

CHÂTEAU
LAFITE

ALMANAC
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Lafite’s 2018 vintage marks the 150th 
year of ownership by the Rothschild 

family.

300 limited-edition sets of THE 
ALMANAC commemorative case were 

released to celebrate this milestone. 
Each case contains a  magnum of 

Lafite 2018 and copy of The Almanac

New Label
This monumental vintage is given a “new” label. It
was a subtle yet meaningful touch whereby a hot air
balloon was added to the landscape of the estate,
with two women in the foreground taking a moment
and admiring the balloon. The Roman numerals “CL”
(i.e. 150) were printed the balloon as well as
engraved on the bottle.

The hot air balloon symbolized modernity and
adventure in 1868; but in 2018, they become a
symbol of slowing down and taking things more
steadily.

The Almanac
A book titled “The Almanac” was published to
celebrate this 150th anniversary. The book covers all
150 vintages of Lafite since 1868 with images, facts,
memories and anecdotes pertinent to each.
Together they tell an endearing story of an estate
and of the large family.

THE

CHÂTEAU
LAFITE

ALMANAC

S$ 5,180
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Château Léoville Las Cases
Limited-Edition Grape Varietal Collection Cases

Discover A Perfect Wine
In Its Elemental Parts

These unique, limited-edition cases contain the 
Grand Vin along with a bottle each of the 

wine's grape varietals, carefully conserved at 
the property. These single-varietal wines have 
been aged in barrels and bottled in exactly the 

same conditions as the Grand Vin too.

Discover the potential evolution that each 
grape variety has to offer and try to re-create 
the exact original blend using the funnel and 

test tube that come in the cases.

VINTAGE 1986 : S$6,000 per case
100 points • Decanter

100 points • Robert Parker

VINTAGE 1988 : S$3,800 per case
96 points • Decanter

96 points • Wine Spectator
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MARIE-JEANNE OF 2016 CHÂTEAU LES CARMES HAUT BRION
•  T R U L Y A C O L L E C T O R ’ S I T E M •

Château Les Carmes Haut Brion had chosen to produce 800 Marie-Jeanne of
the 2016 vintage to pay tribute to the heritage and history of the estate while
bringing back the emblematic Bordeaux format.

This is a symbol of a tradition, lost but not forgotten; it also bears symbolism to
the leaps toward modernity that made the estate one of the most important
references of the Pessac-Léognan appellation.

The short and flared shape of the Marie-Jeanne was abandoned in the
1950’s in favour of slimmer bottles in order to facilitate transport. The
traditional format of the Marie-Jeanne with its unique flared curves, however,
allow for better preservation by enhancing the ageing capacity of the wine.

This exceptional bottle is housed in a transparent glass box, designed to
optimise the conservation of the bottle.

S$ 3,180



MACALLAN Nº 6 IN LALIQUE
MASTER DECANTER SERIES

Another collaboration between 
Macallan single malt Scotch 
and Lalique French crystal to 

create another stunning luxury 
whisky. Aged in first fill ex-

Sherry Spanish oak casks from a 
single Jerez cooperage 

presented in a six sided crystal 
decanter to celebrate 
Macallan's six pillars.

S$ 4,800.00

Tasting Notes

Nose: Fragrant red apple skin, 
orange peel, fruit cake, vanilla 

and redcurrant.
Palate: Silky dried fruits, almost 

perfumed, with dark toasty 
notes and some warming 

ginger.
Finish: Figs and dark spices.
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An exquisite collection to celebrate the art of ageing through six vintages: 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

Each of these six vintages has been aged in a dedicated barrel made from a remarkable 300-year-old oak species:

2009 - Morat Oak, nicknamed "the big brother", 350 years old.
2011 - Bangor Oak, “the giant of Compiègne”, aged 370 years old.

2012 - Aberdeen Oak, 360 years old.
2013 - Oak from La Futaie des Clos, 353 years old.

2014 - Oak from La Futaie des Clos II, 353 years old
2015 - Le Vieux Morat Oak - approximately 350 years old.

These majestic oaks are situated in plots sustainably managed by the National Forestry Office, whose state forests were first
established by Louis XIV and his Prime Minister Colbert in 1669. In addition to being numbered, each barrel bears the name 

of the oak in which it aged, a grandiose and silent witness of more than 300 years of history.
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The six collector's vintages of Château Lagrange are presented in a magnificent solid wooden case, whose finely carved 
undulations on the cover echo the topography of the estate's hills.

The wines are bottled in black and gold, set in an oak interior.
The names of the oak used for each vintage are inscribed on wood next to each bottle.

Only 250 cases produced.

S$ 2,380
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The Macallan Silver Seal Collection
30 antique crystal decanters, each of a unique design and beholding

the most sought-after Macallan single-malt whisky from 1940 to 1979.
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The Macallan Silver Seal Collection comprises what is arguably one of the finest and most formidable lot of Macallan whisky 
from the years 1940 to 1979.

Sourced and acquired with utmost care and prudence, the collection offers a total of 30 unique bottles, providing whisky 
connoisseurs an opportunity to visit some of the rarest single-malt expressions from the Speyside estate.

Each whisky is bottled by Silver Seal in an antique crystal decanter of a unique design and
comes with a certificate of authenticity.

This one and only private collection is yours to own at S$1,550,000.

The Macallan Silver Seal Collection
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“Nothing more excellent
or valuable than wine

was ever granted
by the gods to man.”

• Plato •



Corndale Consultants Pte Ltd
fine wine merchant since 1993

1 Pemimpin Drive
#06-06 One Pemimpin

Singapore 576151

www.Corndale.com

T: (65) 6354 1238

E: Herve@Corndale.com

WhatsApp:

http://www.corndale.com/
mailto:Herve@Corndale.com

